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Good Morning. 
 
The question: “Did God create us, or did we evolve from simpler life-forms?” has an obvious answer that 
harmonises both views. God created man via evolution, yet this is still a minority view in the world of 
Islam.   
 
Ironically, however, between a thousand and seven hundred years ago, Muslim philosophers and scientists 
formulated theories that were precursors to Darwinian ones.  Jahiz described environmental factors 
affecting animal survival in his theory of “the struggle for existence,” an ancestor of natural selection.  The 
Brethren of Purity, a circle of scientists, explicitly described the development from the mineral to the 
human worlds via the plant and animal kingdoms.  They even named apes as an intermediate stage, given 
the obvious similarities between the primate and human forms.  Rumi, the great Sufi poet, and Ibn 
Khaldun, the philosopher, later endorsed these ideas in powerful compositions of poetry and prose, 
respectively. 
 
After Darwin published his theory, Muslims of British India engaged with it the most.  For example, Sir 
Muhammad Iqbal, recognised that evolution theory expanded upon mediaeval Islamic ideas.  But, like their 
ancestors who had further believed that great men such as Moses, Jesus and Muhammad “evolved” in a 
sense into prophets and spiritual leaders, later Muslims were concerned that evolution theory might be 
misused to deny the sacred and the Divine.  This is how the poet Akbar of Allahabad contrasted Darwin 
with the mystic Hallaj: 
 

Hallaj said, “I am God”; 
Darwin said, “I was an ape”: 
Each according to his aspiration! 

 
Akbar’s sense of humour is not mirrored in traditional Muslim scholarship, which maintains a very literal 
view of the creation story.  Many contemporary theologians regard evolutionary theories as blasphemous in 
contradicting the teaching that God created Adam directly.   
 
However, as a scientist and an imam, I argue that it is very easy to harmonise Darwin with the Koranic 
account, drawing upon both tradition and scientific reason.  For example, a famous verse of the Koran 
justifies the Virgin Birth of Jesus by comparing Christ’s origin to that of Adam: they were both created 
from earth, then God said, “Be!” – and they were!  Now, every Muslim accepts that Mary had a full-term 
pregnancy, so Christ’s creation by the Divine Word happened via a natural process, and the same should 
apply to Adam. 
 
And doesn’t evolution theory merely expound one half of the very traditional Koranic teaching that we are 
partly animal, partly angelic?  Darwin showed us how our animal forms were created: we need to remind 
ourselves of our angelic qualities: to forgive, to show mercy and, above all, to love our neighbours and to 
love God. 
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